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The SDQ5P is a stereo loudspeaker set that consists of a passive loudspeaker and an active 
loudspeaker. The SDQ5P’s easy set up makes it perfectly suited for Audio-visual 
applications (next to the projection screen or flat TV), monitoring or even for small 
presentations. Due to its stylish design, a seamless integration into every interior is assured.

The active loudspeaker is equipped with volume and tone controls, accurate clip indicators 
and a stereo 2 x 30 watts amplifier. This amplifier comes with High Quality balanced inputs, 
a stereo RCA Cinch input and a mini stereo jack input (PC, Mp3 player, ...). Both 
loudspeakers are magnetically shielded and offer an enhanced bass response by the DTB 
reflex tuning. The SDQ5P set comes with a 3m power cord and a loudspeaker cable (in 
white for the SDQ5P-W and black for the SDQ5P-BL) to link the active loudspeaker with the 
passive one.  Each set is available in black or white.

As an option the SDQ5P loudspeaker set can be painted in any RAL colour (Ref; PAINT-
CAB8). As each set consists of 2 loudspeakers you need to take the PAINT-CAB8 price into 
account for both loudspeakers. Please note that the minimum order quantity for the PAINT-
CAB8 in this case is SDQ5P sets.

Type
Cabinet
Woofer
Tweeter
Inputs

RCA - Stereo Mini Jack
Balanced Euroblock

Tone Control
Bass
Treble

RMS Power in 4 Ohm 
AES Rated
Dynamic PMPO

THD (Total Harmonic Distortion)
Signal to Noise Ratio
SPL 1 watt/1 m
SPL Max peak
Frequency Range
Dispersion
IP rating
Dimensions (H x W x D) L & R speaker
Weight

Active 2-way HiFi Pro, DTB Reflex tuning
Enforced Poly Plastic
5.25” HiFi PP Shielded
1” mylar shielded

500 mV, 22 Kohm
500 mV, 22 Kohm

±12 dB at 80 Hz
±12 dB at 12 kHz

2 x 30 Watts
2 x 200 Watts
< 0.07%
> -90 dB
91 dB
111 dB
45Hz - 20 kHz 
120°H x 100° V
40
252 x 182 x 170 mm (Bracket not included)
5.75 Kg, brackets included
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